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ABSTRACT 

Existing mass spectrometric assays used for sensitive and specific 

measurements of target proteins across multiple samples, such as 

selected/multiple reaction monitoring (SRM/MRM) or parallel reaction 

monitoring (PRM), are peptide-based methods for bottom-up proteomics. Here, 

we describe an approach based on the principle of PRM for the measurement 

of intact proteoforms by targeted top-down proteomics termed Proteoform 

Reaction Monitoring (PfRM). We explore the ability of our method to 

circumvent traditional limitations of top-down proteomics such as sensitivity 

and reproducibility. We also introduce a new software, Proteoform Finder, 

specifically designed for easy analysis of PfRM data. PfRM was initially 

benchmarked by quantifying three standard proteins. Linearity of the assay 

was shown over almost three orders of magnitude in the femtomole range. We 

later applied our multiplexed PfRM assay to complex samples to quantify 

biomarker candidates in peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) from 

liver transplanted patients, demonstrating its possible translational 

applications. These results demonstrate that PfRM has the potential to 

contribute to the accurate quantification of protein biomarkers for diagnostic 

purposes and to improve understanding of disease etiology at the proteoform 
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level.  
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INTRODUCTION 

In translational sciences, quantifying proteins is necessary to characterize 

alterations to homeostasis associated with aberrant phenotypes. Over the last 

two decades, dozens of strategies have been established to quantify proteins 

extracted from cells and tissues using mass spectrometry (MS), taking 

advantage of its sensitivity, accuracy, and high throughput. Initially, 

quantitative MS-based proteomics was developed following the peptide-

centric, bottom-up approach.1 Quantitative bottom-up proteomics (BUP) 

includes both untargeted (or discovery-mode) and targeted methods (which 

require a priori knowledge).2 While untargeted methods have developed into 

two categories (i.e., label-free quantification and labeling-based techniques),3 

targeted methods almost exclusively follow the original concept of selected 

reaction monitoring (SRM).4 This MS-based assay is traditionally performed 

using a triple quadrupole mass spectrometer, where quadrupole-1 is used to 

select the peptide precursor ion of interest, quadrupole-2 is utilized as a 

fragmentation cell, and quadrupole-3 selects a single fragment ion for 

detection and abundance determination. The dual selection of precursor and 

fragment ion, known as transition, ensures high specificity and selectivity of 

this assay, even when the targeted analyte is part of a complex mixture. The 
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SRM method evolved into multiple reaction monitoring (MRM).5 In MRM, 

multiple transitions are selected for a given peptide of interest, further 

improving specificity and quantification accuracy. In 2012, Coon and co-

workers introduced parallel reaction monitoring (PRM), where targeted 

quantification of peptides is performed using mass spectrometers equipped 

with high-resolution mass analyzers.6 Originally, a hybrid quadrupole-

Orbitrap mass spectrometer (Q Exactive) was utilized. The selection of 

fragment ions of interest performed by quadrupole-3 in SRM/MRM is 

replaced in PRM experiments by the acquisition of high-resolution tandem 

mass spectra. High mass accuracy in Orbitrap Fourier transform MS (FTMS)7 

allows for the simultaneous identification and abundance determination of 

multiple fragment ions. While data acquisition in Orbitrap FTMS is not as fast 

as in triple quadrupole instruments, the detection of multiple product ions in 

a single tandem mass spectrum makes the PRM data acquisition cycle 

comparable with the overall cycle of an MRM assay. 

Thanks to their sensitivity and robustness, MRM and PRM techniques are 

being applied to a consistently growing number of clinical studies.8, 9 As a 

notable example, advances in peptide separation by reversed-phase liquid 

chromatography (LC) and MS technology have allowed for the quantification 
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of up to 267 protein families in human plasma, including 61 FDA-approved 

biomarkers.10  

Despite the success of MRM and PRM and the enthusiasm brought by recent 

work by MacCoss and co-workers, which demonstrates that PRM can be 

performed even using low-resolution (yet highly sensitive) mass analyzers 

such as ion traps without compromising quantification accuracy,11 these 

quantification methods inevitably suffer from the protein inference problem 

that inherently affects any bottom-up proteomic strategy.12 Undoubtedly, 

proteome changes are often caused by variations in the global expression 

levels of genes, making MRM and PRM assays relevant in clinical studies.13 

However, an increasing number of observations indicates that cellular 

mechanisms may be regulated not through drastic changes in the global 

abundance of a given gene product, but rather by modifying translated 

polypeptides in a specific manner to alter their function.14-20 Therefore, 

quantifying proteoforms, or protein forms carrying a distinct set of chemical 

and genetic modifications,21 could provide relevant biological information 

otherwise hard or impossible to obtain using peptide-based quantification 

strategies. Currently, the quantitative analysis of proteoforms is performed 

primarily in “discovery mode”. Following the path previously traced by BUP, 
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methods for quantitative top-down proteomics (TDP)22 in the context of high-

throughput studies include both label-free23, 24 and label-based strategies (the 

latter comprising both metabolic as well as chemical labeling).25-28 Examples 

of targeted quantification of proteoforms have also been described. However, 

these studies often involve pools of highly abundant proteoforms,29 are 

performed using intensity of intact proteoform ions rather than fragment 

ions,30 or require lengthy sample preparation procedures (e.g., enrichment 

steps) to reduce background complexity and boost the signal of the targets.31 

Therefore, all these strategies substantially differ from the large panels of BUP 

MRM/PRM assays mentioned above. 

A few notable exceptions exist: the body of work by Schug and co-workers 

demonstrates the applicability of MRM performed on a triple quadrupole mass 

spectrometer for the targeted quantification of intact proteins.32-35 This 

research direction recently culminated in quantifying eleven intact protein 

standards spiked into complex biofluids such as human plasma, serum, and 

urine. Similarly, Wang et al. reported quantifying the intact and truncated 

form of the ~7 kDa cytokine stromal cell-derived factor 1α using SRM on a 

triple quadrupole instrument.36 Despite these successful examples based on 

low-resolution instruments, high-resolution MS arguably offers the possibility 
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of better interpreting the complex tandem mass spectra generated by the gas-

phase fragmentation of large polypeptides. Yet, the number of reports 

discussing the use of PRM for whole proteoform quantification (Figure 1A) is 

very limited: Chen et al. demonstrated that PRM could be used to quantify 

the growth hormone somatropin from human plasma,37 while Lefebvre et al. 

applied the same method to the quantification of variants of staphylococcal 

enterotoxin A enriched via immunocapture.38 

Here, we describe our attempt to democratize the targeted quantification of 

whole proteoforms by introducing a complete analytical pipeline. This 

includes simple molecular weight (MW)-based fractionation of proteins; a 

PRM-derived assay, termed proteoform reaction monitoring (PfRM); and a new 

software, Proteoform Finder, dedicated to the analysis of PfRM data. In 

addition, we benchmarked this new pipeline using both standard proteins – 

measured alone or spiked in a complex matrix – and endogenous proteoforms 

extracted from primary human cells, demonstrating protein quantification 

linearity across over two orders of magnitudes of concentration and the 

possibility of performing PfRM starting from relatively low quantities (<100 µg) 

of whole protein extracts. 
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EXPERIMENTAL SECTION 

Protein standards. Purified ubiquitin (Ub), myoglobin (Myo) and carbonic 

anhydrase (CA) were purchased from Millipore Sigma. Preparation of stock 

solutions and serial dilutions are detailed in the Supporting Information.  

Preparation of Escherichia coli lysate with spiked-in standards. The 

preparation of E. coli proteins extracted from whole-cell lysate is described in 

Supporting Information. Proteins (300 µg) were pre-fractionated by passively 

eluting proteins from polyacrylamide gels as intact species (PEPPI)39 prior to 

PfRM analysis, and the 0-30 kDa fraction was utilized. A detailed PEPPI 

protocol is available in the Supporting Information. After clean-up via 

methanol/chloroform/water precipitation,40 E. coli proteins were 

resuspended in mobile phase A. Standards (Ub 0.25-25 fmol, Myo 1-100 fmol, 

CA 4-400 fmol) were spiked-in prior to PfRM analysis. 

Sample preparation of PBMCs. Standard human peripheral blood 

mononuclear cells (PBMCs) were purchased from Stem Cell Technologies. 

PBMC samples from liver transplanted patients were obtained from the 

Comprehensive Transplant Center (CTC) of Northwestern University. 

Peripheral blood was collected in BD Vacutainer® CPT™ Mononuclear Cell 

Preparation tubes (BD Biosciences). PBMCs were isolated according to the 
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manufacturer’s instructions. Cells were preserved in FBS-rich freeze media 

(80 % fetal bovine serum, 20 % dimethylsulfoxide). One patient from each of 

these three outcome groups was analyzed in triplicate: acute rejection (AR), 

acute dysfunction no rejection (ADNR), and transplant excellent (TX). Detailed 

protocols for PBMC protein extraction are available in the Supporting 

Information. 

Cytochrome C from equine heart (CytC, Sigma Aldrich, 0.25-2 µg) was spiked 

into PBMCs lysates (25-75 µg) prior to fractionation of proteins <30 kDa using 

PEPPI. 

Liquid chromatography. Proteins were separated using a Dionex Ultimate 

3000 UHPLC chromatographic system (Thermo Scientific). Reversed-phase 

LC was performed either on a commercial column (FlowChip C4, New 

Objective) or using a setup based on trap and analytical columns in-house 

packed with PLRP-S stationary phase (Agilent). Column outlets were online 

coupled to a nanoelectrospray source. The total run time was 60 minutes (for 

the analysis of standard proteins) or 90 min (for PBMC samples). Additional 

details are provided in the Supporting Information.  

PfRM mass spectrometry analysis. All mass spectrometry measurements 

were performed on an Orbitrap Eclipse mass spectrometer (Thermo Scientific) 
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operating in protein mode using 2 mTorr pressure. Transfer capillary 

temperature was set at 320 oC, ion funnel RF was set at 30%, and in-source 

fragmentation was set at 15 V. Data were acquired in targeted-MS2 mode 

(tMS2). For standard proteins (pure or spiked into the E. coli lysate), spectra 

were acquired at 60,000 resolving power (at m/z 200), normalized AGC target 

value of 200%, 1200 ms of maximum injection time, and 2 

microscans/spectrum. Higher-energy collisional dissociation (HCD) was used 

with normalized collision energy (NCE) set at 40% to generate MS2 

fragmentation spectra. Precursors were quadrupole isolated using a 2.5 m/z 

unit-wide isolation window. For standard proteins, the following precursor 

m/z isolation window centers were applied: Ub 714.73 m/z, Myo 942.73 m/z, 

CA 908.00 m/z. For PBMCs samples, the normalized AGC target was 

increased to 2000%. Precursor m/z isolation window centers for 24 

immunoproteoforms and CytC are listed in Table S1. A scheduled monitor 

window (8 min) was created for each proteoform as illustrated in Figure S1. 

Data Processing. Raw files were analyzed with Proteoform Finder 

(Proteinaceous, Inc.). Sequences of each proteoform were added, and the m/z 

values of potential fragment ions were calculated. The software, which uses 

an isotope fitting algorithm (i.e., does not require spectral deconvolution), was 
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operated in PfRM mode using default parameters, which include 10 ppm 

fragment m/z tolerance, 3 ppm tolerance for isotopologues within a single 

isotope cluster and 0.3 minimum isotope fitting score. After processing the 

data, Proteoform Finder displays the extracted ion chromatograms (XIC), 

spectrum matches, and fragmentation maps. An Excel output file containing 

the area under the curve (AUC) intensities of the selected fragments for each 

proteoform can be generated. 

AUC was plotted against protein amount (fmol) and fitted with a linear 

calibration curve in GraphPad Prism. The limit of detection (LOD) and limit of 

quantification (LOQ) were calculated according to the following definitions: 

LOD = 3.3 x standard error of Y-intercept / best-fit slope; LOQ = 10 x standard 

error of Y-intercept / best-fit slope. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Top-down PfRM method development. We developed a robust PfRM assay 

analyzing intact protein standards of increasing molecular weight (8 kDa Ub, 

17 kDa Myo and 29 kDa CA). To create a list of precursor ions, we first 

acquired the broadband mass spectra (MS1) of the standards (Figure 1B, top 

chromatogram). From the full scan, we selected one charge state (and its 

respective m/z) for each standard (Ub: m/z 714.73, z = 12; Myo: m/z 942.73, 

z = 18; CA: m/z 908.00, z = 32), which would serve as precursor ions for the 

PfRM method. With this information, we added three targeted MS2 (tMS2) 

experiments to the original full scan run. In each tMS2 experiment, precursor 

ions were m/z isolated with the quadrupole and fragmented via HCD, with 

the resulting fragments detected in the Orbitrap. As expected, the XIC of 

monitored proteoform fragments entirely agreed with the total ion 

chromatograms from MS1 (Figure 1B, bottom chromatogram). Importantly, 

even at low protein concentration, the maximum injection time (IT=1200 ms) 

was not reached and the AGC function was regulating the IT. 

Proteoform Finder software. Proteoform Finder is a new software tool with 

workflows for processing PfRM data (Figure 1C). Mass spectrometry data files 

are input to the software along with proteoform targets. The proteoforms are 
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specified by their sequence as well as any additional features such as 

modifications and truncations. An expected retention time range and 

fragmentation spectrum filters can be set for each proteoform target. 

Proteoform Finder computes possible fragmentation and the corresponding 

theoretical isotopic distributions of each fragment ions using the chemical 

formulas of the proteoform target. The isotopic distributions are matched to 

each MS2 spectrum (i.e., no “m/z to mass” deconvolution is needed). Each 

distribution is assigned a fit score of between 0 to 1, with 1 representing a 

perfect match to the theoretical distribution. Distributions passing the 

minimum score cutoff are used as part of the XIC determination (Figure 1C, 

right). By default, the software sorts fragments according to the percentage of 

files that they appear in and then selects the top three most abundant 

fragments using the AUC for each proteoform. Each fragment is composed of 

the theoretical isotopic    distributions for all charge states of the fragment 

ion that fall within an allowable range. Fragments not initially selected can 

also be user-selected for inclusion in the quantitation. The AUC of each 

selected fragment XIC belonging to the same proteoform is summed to create 

final proteoform AUCs. The underlying Proteoform Finder algorithm 

calculates the XIC using a ‘sliding window’ approach (i.e., shifting the 
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averaged spectra from lower to higher retention times), which can help 

improve fragment ion signal-to-noise ratios. Here, two spectra were averaged 

in each window. 

A representative Proteoform Finder output XIC and MS2 spectrum of Ub is 

shown in Figure S2. In this example, y40, y58 and y24 ions were selected for 

proteoform quantification because they had both the highest intensities and 

isotopic fit scores. The chromatogram shows that the three selected ions had 

overlapping elution times and similar peak shapes, as expected for 

fragmentation products of the same parent ions. The MS2 spectrum shows 

the isotopic fitting of the fragment ions. We note that these fragments are 

relatively large and that several charge states were detected for each ion. For 

example, for the most abundant fragment y40 (monoisotopic mass = 4561.51 

Da), we observed 3 charge states in the MS2 spectrum in Figure S2 (blue): 

1141.39 m/z (z = 4), 913.31 m/z (z = 5) and 761.26 m/z (z = 6). The fragment 

intensities of each charge state were combined automatically by the software 

for proteoform quantification without deconvolution. 

Determination of PfRM Limits of Detection and Quantification. Our first 

goal was to determine the LOD and LOQ of the PfRM assay of three widely 

used intact protein standards. The proteins were injected in triplicates to 
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create a calibration curve. The amount of protein loaded on the FlowChip C4 

column ranged from 0.25-5 femtomoles for Ub, 0.5-10 femtomoles for Myo 

and 2-20 femtomoles for CA. We found that the LODs were 0.72, 1.13, and 

4.16 fmol for Ub, Myo and CA, respectively; and LOQs were 2.18, 3.43, and 

12.6 fmol, respectively (Figure 2). To demonstrate that this assay is 

generalizable for different LC setups, we repeated the experiment using a 

custom-made nanobore column packed with PLRP-S. The obtained results 

were similar, with low femtomolar LODs and LOQs calculated for all three 

protein standards (Figure S3).  

Measurements of standards in E. coli lysate. Most biological samples are 

complex mixtures. Therefore, our next goal was to demonstrate that the PfRM 

assay could capture proteoform abundance in the femtomolar range using a 

whole cell lysate as a protein background. We selected E. coli proteins for this 

test. The 0-30 kDa fraction was obtained via PEPPI.39 Following protein clean-

up, Ub, Myo and CA were spiked in at various amounts and injected for LC 

separation and PfRM analysis. To demonstrate the complexity of this 

background, a broadband MS1 spectrum was collected, and the 

corresponding total ion chromatogram is shown in Figure 3A. All three 

standards were difficult to observe in the MS1 spectra since co-eluting E.coli 
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proteins were more abundant. However, Proteoform Finder was able to 

identify and quantify three fragments from each protein standard. The spiked 

proteins exhibit a linear relationship (R2 ≥ 0.98) between their fragment AUCs 

and the amount loaded on column (Figure 3B-D). Importantly, such linearity 

was maintained across almost three orders of magnitude of protein loading 

amounts. Compared to traditional MS1-based top-down quantification of 

proteoforms,24 the PfRM method particularly stands out for the quantification 

of low-abundance proteoforms in complex samples such as cell lysates. 

Optimization of multiplexed PfRM analysis of immunoproteoforms. We 

previously reported that highly valuable information on immune responses 

related to transplant organ rejections can be derived from the analysis of 

proteoform abundances in PBMCs.41, 42 Here, we aim to demonstrate that the 

PfRM assay can be applied to the quantification of a panel of 24 

immunoproteoforms curated from the previous work (Table S1). 

To avoid sequence similarity interference, we chose cytochrome c (CytC) from 

equine heart as an internal standard for this set of experiments. Importantly, 

CytC was spiked into the commercial PBMC samples before PEPPI 

fractionation to account for variances in the whole workflow. We first added 

increasing quantities of CytC (0.25-2 µg, corresponding to 21.3 to 170.4 pmol 
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per sample) to 75 µg PBMCs and performed PEPPI-PfRM. Note that only 1/6 

of the recovered PEPPI material is injected in each LC-MS2 run. CytC was 

isolated, fragmented and monitored with an isolation window centered at m/z 

734.5 (z = 16). We found that the amount of CytC detected was proportional 

to the amount spiked in (Figure 4A), suggesting that the workflow is suitable 

for quantitatively comparing PBMC proteoforms between different samples 

and runs. 

We next created a scheduled method to detect 24 immunoproteoforms and 

CytC internal standard in a single LC-MS2 run of commercial PBMC samples 

(Figure S4). We identified the retention time of each proteoform and narrowed 

the PfRM monitoring time of each target to an 8 min window using the 

FlowChip C4 column. This allowed us to improve the data acquisition cycle 

and increase the MS2 spectral count of each proteoform target. Upon 

optimization, the average number of MS2 spectra for AUC determination was 

10. The sequences, m/z of isolation window, and fragments selected for 

quantifying all 24 immunoproteoforms can be found in Table S1. 

After optimizing the multiplexed, scheduled PfRM method, increasing 

quantities of PBMC protein extracts (25, 50, and 75 µg) were supplemented 

with 1 µg of CytC before PEPPI, and analyzed with PfRM to verify the 
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extraction yield of PEPPI for the 24 immmunoproteoforms. We found that all 

24 targets were detected starting from 75 µg of extract, and they followed the 

expected abundance pattern, i.e., 75 µg > 50 µg > 25 µg (Figure 4B and Figure 

S4). However, this was not a linear relationship likely because the PEPPI 

workflow includes protein precipitation and protein recovery efficiency 

generally drops in a non-linear fashion when the input material quantity is 

particularly low. We found that some lower abundant proteoforms, such as 

PFR 1027 (translation machinery-associated protein 7) were not well detected 

and quantified starting from 25 and 50 µg PBMCs. As a point of reference, 

PEPPI is often performed starting from 100-300 µg of protein.24, 39 Therefore, 

these results are not surprising. In conclusion, 75 µg PBMCs with 1 µg CytC 

is optimal for the PEPPI-PfRM assay of PBMCs proteoforms. 

Analysis of PBMC proteoforms from liver-transplant recipients. We 

acquired PBMCs of liver-transplant recipients categorized according to their 

transplant outcomes: acute rejection (AR), acute dysfunction no rejection 

(ADNR), or transplant excellent (TX). We performed PEPPI-PfRM and 

compared the abundances of all 24 immunoproteoforms between the three 

groups (Figure S5). We observed that the trends were consistent with our 

previous report.43 For example, PFR 69028 (actin cytoplasmic 1 – P60709), 
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PFR 15876 (platelet basic protein – P02775), and PFR 1439 (profilin-1 – 

P07737) were up-regulated in the TX group both in our previous MS1-based 

analysis43 and the MS2-based PfRM dataset presented here (Figure 4C). We 

are also excited about the possibility that the PfRM quantification can pick 

up some nuanced differences between samples more confidently than MS1-

based quantification. For example, PFR 37610 (Histone H2A type 2-B – 

UniProt accession Q8IUE6) was identified as a potential biomarker that 

showed differential expression in three transplant outcome groups. However, 

no significant difference was found in the second set of cohorts for 

validation.43 Here, we observed that PFR 37610 is up-regulated in the AR 

group (Figure 4C). We note that in this dataset we only surveyed n=1 in each 

group and thus biologically significant conclusions cannot be drawn. 

However, these preliminary results demonstrate the potential of PfRM assay 

based on its higher sensitivity, specificity, and reproducibility over the more 

traditional MS1-based top-down quantitative approach. 

Regarding the utility of performing targeted protein quantification at the 

proteoform level, it is worth noting that over half of the immunoproteoforms 

in our panel contain one or multiple post-translational modifications, such 

as initiator methionine removal, acetylation, and phosphorylation (Table S1). 
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Quantifying these PTMs via traditional PRM would require specific tryptic 

peptide pairs (i.e., with and without modification) and, unless two or more 

modifications were present in the same peptide, the quantification of 

proteoforms carrying multiple PTMs would be impossible using a peptide-

centric assay. Furthermore, we found that protein truncation is rather 

common.43 For example, PFR 69028 shown in Figure 4C is a fragment of the 

actin protein, whose canonical amino acid sequence corresponds to a mass 

of 42 kDa. Using top-down analysis, we can easily distinguish the 5.2 kDa 

truncated proteoform from the full-length one. Another example is that PFR 

18628 and PFR 18631 in our immunoproteoform panel originate from the 

platelet factor 4 gene (PF4 – UniProt accession P02776). PFR 18628 

represents the protein’s canonical sequence, while PFR 18631 has 4 extra 

amino acids (FASA) at its N-terminus (Table S1). The PfRM assay could 

distinguish them at two levels. First, distinct precursor isolation windows 

were used as the intact masses of these two proteoforms differ substantially 

(Δmass = 376.18 Da). Second, proteoform-specific fragment ions were selected 

for quantification to eliminate ambiguity. Since PFR 18628 and PFR 18631 

are only different in the N-terminus, we utilized b-ions to differentiate them 

together with their different LC retention times (Figure S6). We found that 
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PFR 18628 is the most abundant, with 6 times higher amounts relative to the 

longer proteoform, in all condition groups. These results are in agreements 

with our previous publications. Additionally, only ADNR and TX showed 

differential regulation of the two PF4 proteoforms in this small cohort. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

This work presents a novel approach, PfRM, for the targeted quantification of 

intact proteoforms. We demonstrate that the assay has femtomole sensitivity 

and is applicable for quantifying diluted proteoform targets in complex 

samples such as whole cell lysates. Additionaly, we also introduced a newly 

developed software, Proteoform Finder, for PfRM data analysis. Our 

preliminary data on PBMCs from liver-transplant patients is consistent with 

previously published MS1-base measurements. The PfRM method will 

improve the creation of high-value, portable assays to monitor proteoform 

biology and biomarkers for future diagnostic purposes and clinical research 

with high quantification accuracy. 
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Figure legends 

Figure 1. (A) Workflow of PfRM-MS of intact proteins. (B) Example of PfRM 

assay for intact standard proteins. Top: ion trap MS1 total ion chromatogram 

of a mixture of Ub, Myo and CA. Bottom: tMS2 traces of three independent set 

of fragments specific to each protein. (C) Workflow for PfRM-MS data 

processing using Proteoform Finder. The inputs to the software include MS 

data files and a set of proteoforms to quantify. Theoretical fragment ion 

isotopic distributions are generated for proteoform targets and matched to 

fragmentation spectra. The matching of isotopic distributions is applied 

across the file and extracted ion chromatograms (XICs) are produced for each 

matched fragment to quantify proteoform abundance over time. 

Figure 2. Fragment-based quantification of standard proteins at the low 

femto-mole range. Plots depict triplicate measurements. LOD and LOQ are 

determined as described in the Experimental Section. 

Figure 3. Quantification of protein standards spiked in E. coli lysate. (A) Total 

ion chromatogram from Orbitrap MS1. The color bars denote the elution time 

of the corresponding protein standards. (B-D) Calibration curves of Ub (B), 

Myo (C) and CA (D). All measurements were performed in triplicate. The dotted 

lines denote 95 % confidence intervals. Error bars: one standard deviation. 
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Figure 4. (A) 0.25-2.0 µg of CytC were spiked in 75 µg of PBMCs prior to 

PEPPI extraction and PfRM-MS quantification. (B) Representative 

immunoproteoforms quantified in 25-75 µg PBMCs by PEPPI-PfRM-MS. (C) 

Representative immunoproteoforms quantified in PBMCs collected from liver-

transplant patients from three different outcome groups (n = 1). All 

measurements were performed in triplicate. Error bars: one standard 

deviation. 
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Figure 1 
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Figure 2. 
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Figure 3. 
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Figure 4. 
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